We want to change the way people live in cities. More than half of the world’s population now have their homes in urban areas and the United Nations predicts this will increase to around two-thirds by 2050. From our home in London to Tokyo, San Francisco to Paris – we’re living together in sprawling urban spaces.

Thanks to Brompton Bicycle, I’ve travelled the world, living and breathing urban cycling. I’ve seen examples of environments which work and I’ve spent plenty of time in those that don’t. I strongly believe a more active lifestyle can start to combat some of the biggest issues that plague our modern cities. I’m not alone in this belief, but I am in a minority, and this also needs to change.

If we work together, we can become a catalyst for change; creating healthier, happier cities that enable citizens, rather than hold them back.

If you’re getting back into cycling after a long time, or adding a Brompton to your fleet of other bikes, we look forward to you being part of the fold.

Will Butler-Adams
CEO of Brompton Bicycle
MADE FOR YOU

Custom made, allowing you to choose the bike that suits your needs (riding style, routes, wardrobe and budget). There are over a million possible configurations, but a few simple choices will lead you to the best bike for you.

We offer three handlebar options for different riding styles from the low and sporty S Type, the all-rounder classic M Type and the upright comfort of the H Type.

Gearing is available in the lightweight simplicity of the 1 and 2 speeds or the wide-range hill-crushing 3 & 6 speeds.

Pick the finishing kit you need such as mudguards and lights.

Then it’s just a case what your favourite colour is...

To make the decision easier, you can try our demo bikes in any of our stores, find your nearest at brompton.com/find-a-store.
Superlight titanium

Our bikes are also available with Titanium forks and rear frames along with other lightweight enhancements to make your Brompton experience lighter and faster.

These upgraded models are available preconfigured online or in-store at your nearest Brompton Junction and selected retailers.

Find your colour

With seven standard colours to pick from in any combination you like for the frame and extremities, there’s something for everyone.

For that extra-special look, we also have premium lacquer and metallic finishes.

Standard colours

Lacquers

Metallics
Special editions

When they drop, they drop. Only available for limited periods. Ask your local store or visit brompton.com for the latest.

Black Edition

A classic, remixed. Black Edition brings an alternative aesthetic with anodized black components and high-gloss finishes in special colours: Black, Rocket Red (new for 2020), Turkish Green and Black Lacquer.

Black Superlight also available as an option.
CHPT3 x Brompton

Our ongoing partnership with ex-professional cyclist David Millar keeps growing. With specially tuned bikes featuring unique components and finishes to make these Bromptons as fast as they look.

Explore

Take the long route. To celebrate cycling’s inherent spirit of adventure, we have created Explore. Ready for you to either find that new route, or plan your next escape. Find those off-the-beaten-track routes through town or pack up the bag and bust out of the city to the great outdoors. Comes with exclusive luggage set and spares, ready for anything.
“There’s something deeply alluring about a pedal-assisted e-bike that can replace a car for many urban commutes, be carried onto public transportation at rush hour for free, and is small enough to be tucked out of sight.”

The Verge

“This bike could change the world.”

Cycling Weekly
Rescue your rush hour on the award-winning Brompton Electric.

EASY TO CARRY
PORTABLE
NO SWEAT
SAFE INSIDE
FAST

brompton.com/electric

2 speed 13.7kg (16.6kg incl. battery)
6 speed: 14.4kg (17.3kg incl. battery)

Range estimation*: 30-70km (~20-45mi)

* Depending on tyre pressure, riding mode, frequency of stopping and accelerating, total weight, terrain, wind and temperature.

Available in Gloss Black, Gloss White and all-new Bolt Lacquer

brompton.com/electric
The perfect folding bicycle for the city serves as the inspiration for our new collection of clothing and accessories. Like a Brompton, all our products are designed to take you anywhere. We have partnered with our friends at Endura to design a range that is practical to ride in and just as easy to wear off the bike.
A luggage system that just clicks.

Using our unique front carrier block opens up an entire range of luggage options to suit everyone from minimalist commuters to full-on bike-packing adventurers.

See our full range of luggage and accessories online at brompton.com/accessories

New for 2020

Constructed using modern materials and fabrication techniques with a contemporary aesthetic, the new Metro, Borough and Transit collections are a highly functional yet stylish addition to any Brompton. Our collaborations are special bags made with some of our favourite brands.

**Metro (new)**

These bags are perfect for the city commuter. Inspired by the classic messenger style, available in a range of sizes, and packed with helpful features for your journey.

**Borough (new)**

These roll top bags are suited to users who want to do it all. They’re still great for your commute, but also for your shopping or a weekend adventure.

**Travel Bag**

These are our bags for transporting your Brompton. Designed for ease of use with the bike, with a small footprint when not in use.

**Game Bag (new)**

Celebrating true craftsmanship and updated for 2020, the Game Bag, made in collaboration with masters-in-their-field Chapman, can do it all, in style.

**Toolkit**

This ingenious accessory fits seamlessly inside the front frame of your bike, providing an array of tools for those moments you get caught out or just need to make a quick adjustment.
Each bike is still hand brazed and hand assembled at our factory in West London.